GROUND FLOOR & PARKING
SOCIAL HOUSING PROJECT
AAVP - LESS, Paris

1. Gymnase
2. Salle de danse
3. Stockage
4. Local vélos poussettes
5. Entretien
6. Vestiaire personnel
7. Local poubelle
8. Infirmerie
9. Atelier
10. Local technique
11. Vestiaire
12. Sanitaires
13. Vestiaire arbitre
14. Sas
15. Hall
16. Accueil
17. Local vélos poussettes
18. Sanitaire jardin
19. Rangement jardin
20. Bureau
21. Réfectoire
22. Salle de réunion
23. Vîde sur gymnase
24. Vîde sur circulation
25. Vîde sur sâle de danse

Hall entrance
Gymnasium
Bicycle Parking
Office Desk
Canteen
Library
Nursery
Utility shop
Private Space – Garden
LA – Montreuil Dolet
Parking

SG Architect – Parkind du Rosset, Tignes
Example of Ramp’s parking
Ramp for cars—dimensions:

1. under the roof or inside the building:
   - 20%—1 and 2 story
   - 15%—multi-store
   - 25%—to individual garage

2. outside the building:
   - 15%—1 and 2 story
   - 15%—multi-store
   - 25%—to individual garage

Useful dimensions:
- 2.2 m—minimal high of the structure
- 2.0 m—minimal high to the bottom of the installation devices
- 6.0 m wide—entrances and gates
- 2.0 m high—entrances and gates

Parking places:
- regular perpendicular one: 2.3 x 5 m
- for disabled person 3.6 x 5 m
Example of Ramp’s parking in our plot

First proposal

Section of underground

Communication
Example of Elevator’s parking in our plot

Second proposal

- Elevator for cars
- Elevator for people
- Communication

First proposal

Second proposal